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PROBLEM

improvement in the efficiency of the Amy's rrimary helicopter training program
depends to a lage degree on the reliability of flight training evaluation. The traditional
flight check has consisted of an evaluation of the flight by the check pilot not on the
basis of a uniform series of maneuvers and measures, but on the basis of his personal
specifications. It seemed probable that the unreliability of the traditional me'il- of

evaluation, %hich had been repeatedly demonstrated, was due primarily to this i.-. of
standardization. This study wa's irdtiated to develop a more reliable system of evaluat-
ing helicopter pilots' flight performance, by emphasizing standardized and objective
measures which also prc ide a diugnostic record c sttdent performance.

PROCEDURE

Training grades and check flight grades were analyzed for Army helicopter pilots
at both the U.S. Army Aviation School (USAAVNS), For, Rucker, Ala., in 1956-57 and at

the U.S. Army Primary Helicopter School (USAPHS). Camp Walters, Tex., in 1957. In
general, the relationships between the training grades and the corresponding test orr-.+s
proved to be little better than zero. In another analysis, it was found that ratings of stu-
dents' flight performance reflected the staidurds of evaluation applied by individual check

pilots more than they did the students' flying skill.
The fust step in the development of a more effective method of flight evaluation

was an analysis of the light helicopter training program content into fundamental training

maneuvers and maneuver components. Simple scales of several types were developed for
use by the check pilot in recording the students' performance on each of these components.
Where it was possible, direct instrument observations -ere recorded. However, many
evaluations are necessarily based on individual judgment, to a lesser or greater deqv'ee;
where judgments were required, the performance being evwluated was defined as specifi-

.-ally as possible at each point on the scale in order to narrow the range of personal

interpretation in assigning ratings.
The next step was the development of a format for an Inte-rmediate and an Advanced

Pilot Performance Description Record (PPDR). Each PPDR was based on a standard

ride, that is, the same maneuvers flown in the same seqaerce. The scales included as
PPDR iters were those judged to be most critical to successful performance in each
maneuver. The number of scales that an expert check pilot could safely observe and
record during a check ride was used as the basis for setting the totcl number of PPDR
items (most items were rscorded as the operation was being accomplished, but on opera-
tions that are considered hazardous, recordinq was delayed until completion of the
dangerous portion).

The PPDP's were then tested by administering check rirles to 40 Intermediate and
35 Advanced students at the Primary Helicoptcr School (Camp Wolters) li 1957. Each

iII



student was administered one ride by a LIFT research staff pilot and ore ride by a mili-
tary check pilct assigned to USAPHS.

The PPDR's were revised on the basis of experience in the first adm!..Ustration,
and the revised PPDR's were evaluated in 1958. Check pilots were given one week of
training in the use of the PPVR. system, with emphasis placed on identification and reduction

of check pilot differences in scoring standards. Two successive rides, each with a dif-
ferent T'SAPHS check pilot, were given to 50 Intermediate and 50 Advanced siudents.

Se,, pal apprcaches to summarizing the data on student performance which the PPDR

check rides provided were explored. One was simply to total the number of errors recorded
on the PPDR in a check flight. A second weighted items according to difficulty. In
another approach ("e,.:or pattern-weighted") the pilot rated the student's over-all perform-
ance on a maneuver segment, taking into consideration not only errors but the.ir sequence
and Lorrnbination; these segment ratit,.s were weighted according to dilficulty and impor-

tance of the maneuver. Finally, the check pilot assigned an over-all Judgmental rating,
based upon a review of the detailed PPDR record of the student's performance, and corn-
parable to the "traditional" score.

FINDINGS

1. Improved reliability of flight oroliciency evaluation resulted from the "ise of the
PPDR system.

2. The PPDR system provided a means of diagnosing specific sources of a student's
end-of-phase deficiencies, by recording, in detail, the student's performance on his flight
check rides.

3. Check pilots who were completely familiar with the PPDR were reliably more
similar in their evaluation of proficiency than were check pilots who were only oriented
to the PPDR.

CONCLUSIONS

1. T!e PPIA; flight evaluation system can provide an evaluation of heli,.'opter stu-
dents' flight performance that is at an acceptable level of reliability. The resulting diag-
nostic data pro'id,; the basis for determining flight deficiencies of individual students

and for maintainincg uniform standards for both instruction and evaluation.
2. To maxinize the effectiveness of the PPDR system, it is necessary that per-

sonnel serving as. check pilots be trained in the concepts, objectives, and techniques of
the system, and i-, administering and scoring the PP:,A's.

iv
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RECOMMENDATION

It is recommendod that '.ie PPDR system be adopted in primary helitopter training
and further developed.' Special emphasis should be given to (a) training check p.lots
thcroughly in the PPDR system, especially on scoring PPDR's, and (b) developing a
system for procesbing the diagnostic data both for debriefing students and for maintainLn.g
standards of instruction and check pilots' evaluation.

'A quality control proqram based upon a revied tersion of the Pilot Performance Description
Record system has been deviled and Is being Lmplemented at the U.S. Army Primary Helicopter
School at Como Wolters. Experience has been oboained in using the PPDR chec, rid* at Camp
Wolters oer the past two years, both in research ant. in operation. No sa.ety problems have arisen
durinq administration of the program, and it has been -onerally well accepted by check pilots. A
report on this program, des•gnated as Subtask LIFT IV, to in preparation.

V
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Chapter I

THE FLIGHT PROFICIENCY EVALUATION SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

How reliable and how analytic Is the traditional flight check as a
measure of flight proficiency? This question has been of particular
significance to flight training administrators charged with the respon-
sibility for continually trying to improve the flight check system used
in hoth fixed and rotary wing flight training in the Army.

The flight check is a measure of student progress given at the
end of each phase of pilot training, administered by an experienced
chck pilot who acts as observer and safety pilot. Under the tradi-
tional procedure, which was studied during early stages of LIFT
research (1956-57), the student flies a sample, selected by the check
pilot, or the flight maneuvers taught in the preceding phase. The check
pilot grades the student on the basis of his personal evaluation of the
student's performance, both on circumscribed aspects of the flight
and on the over-all performance.

The nonstandardized nature of the traditional night check, in
which each check pilot follows personal standards in grading, has been
criticized in the Dast as a source of unreliability in evaluating flight
performanar. The nature of in-flight proficiency evaluation makes it
impossible to eliminate variations in the test due to different aircraft,

shifting weather conditions, and transient check pilot or student moods;
the evaluation process itself is, of necessity, complex. However, many
of the causes of variability-those resulting from different test compo-
nents and different check pilot standards-are subject to control. To the
extent that the traditional grading system is unnecessarily unreliable,
flight proficiency measurement will be less valuable Ps a rsleans of
identifying the weaknesses and strengths of students and instructors
and for pinpointing shortcomings in the Program rf Instruction (POT).
As a result, flight training will be less efficient than it can be (in terms
of amount of training per dollar spent).

The argument between advocates of "subjectivism' and of "objec-
tivism" in flight proficiency measurement has been going on in research
and training circles for years. Lt. J.M. Brown of the Royal Canadian
Air Force (1) says:

To .nderstand the origin of this controv.rsy one has to go back about
twenty-five years in the short history of aviation to the time whoýn flying
itself was subjective. At thst time the success of a pilot depended upuoa
how well he could fly his aircri.ft by feel, or quite li'.erally, "by the
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seat of his pants." Flight instruments anti radio information was meager
and, with the exception of a crude compass, navigation aids consisted
largely of railroad tracks and grain elevators.

Essentially there was no difference te.wcen civilian and military flying.
All that was required of a student was that he solo the aircraft safely;
after that, he was on his own; and if he became lost or caught away
from base in unfavorable weather he simply landed in the nearest field.
RCAF "Wings" standard at the timE was reached in less than 100 hours
of flying, three-quarters of whi-h was solo practice. With such a
leisurely program, pilot training could be operated quite succesafully
by experienced personnel without an elaborate system of flying assess-
ments. Indeed, flying was an art and it was considered that assessments
of proficiency could be made only by expert pilots on intuitive bases.

Despite the misgivings of researchers and a few flight training
administr..tors as to the reliability of the traditional evaluatior, system,
there had beenlittle change in militaryflight training evaluation over the
years. Substitute measures developed through research were difficult,
and sometimes unsafe, to administer. There has also been the usual
human "rcoistance to change"; in fact, many flight training personnel
have not viewed the shortcomings of the system as being serious enough
to indicate real need for change.

The study described in this report is, in effect, a continuation of
earlier flight proficiency measurement work.' It has been carried
out in the Army Aviation training context with the aim of answering
these questions-

(1) How reliable is the traditional flight check system?
(2) Can standardized, objective, practicable measures of

flight proficiency be developed that will increase both the
rcliability and the general diagnostic capacity of flight
training evaluation T

THE TRADITIONAL FLIGHT CHECK SYSTEM

The Flight Check

The flight check is a test of student progress given at the end of
each phase of training. Under the traditional system, the student is
required to fly a sample, or perhaps all, of the flight maneuvers he
has been taught in the preceding phase.

The check pilot usually records his judgments of the student's
performance on a check grade slip after the check ride is complated.
Generally, check pilots do not take notes during the flight. Examples
of two check grade slips, representing two levels of evaluation
specificity, are presented in Figures 1 and 2. After each maneuver,
maneuver part, or specific aspect of flight performance listed on the
check grade slip, the check pilot records a grade which represents his
judgment of the student's performance. Finally, an over-all judgment

'Mua.h of the research that provided the starting point for this study is summarized in
Appendix A.

4



Sample Trainring Grade Slip

UNITFn STATF-S ARMY AVIATION SCHOOL
DEPARTMENT OF ROTARY WING TRAININ.G

GRAVFE SLIP

Pre-Solo ltermediate Advanced Might Special

(Studen&i (Rack) (Claps) (Date)

(Instructor) (Type Aircraft) (Grade)

DESCRIPTION GRADE DESCR!PTION GRADF

Preflight Inspection% Running Landings

Cockpit Procedure Deceleradons

Take-off to Hover Confined Awa Operations

Hoverlcg Flight Pinnacle Operations

Normal Take-Off Road Oplrations

Airwork Slope Operationa

Normal Appyoach j Flight w/Servo Off

Lanling From HoverI Use of Lights

Traffic Patterns

Autruta tios Flo. Hovnr

Tanii'__ _

Autorotatlons

Forced Landing" Coordtoativo

Oriestaios Control Touch

R*PM C,,trol Planalae & JuJ meat

Mailsmefa Performance Take-Off Aptitude

Steep Approach Comlpsere

Cros Wind Approaches A Landinl Attitude

Ruaing "lake-Off Personal Appearence

TODAY

DUAL SOLO

hastractor

TAAC(TAAS) Form 258 Replaces TAAC(TAAS) Forms 191. 194, A 197
13 Auvg57 9 Ape 56

Fig%** 1

of the check ride is recorded. This grade is computed as an average
of the grades for individual maneuvers or is determined subjectively,
without computations, by the check pilot. The check pilot usually

explains low grades on the back of the Jheck grade slip.
Check pilots may belong to a special check section. In some units,

to become a member of the check section one must be a highly experi-
enced instructor, txceptionally competent and familiar with the training

S



Sample Performance Record Used
in H-23 Primary Helicopter Training

PRIMARY PERFORMANCE RECORD
H1-23 PILOT TRAINING

U BA A AA Shall- App. &Leadioij Did H.-: VBA A AA
pre-Flight a Cockpit P-ro..dr at Coccct A'S & Alt.

11'.0ral, Dd H.:Mav.l~itGli,.uPath, AIS A RPM
Ilccr. Dd .,a - -at -/ - - -y

Exacwe Prp~r eyorng T haiue V. Pro or Touc&h-D Tochrrlu

Nor.. T.k.-10fC; Did H.:
Eritor OimL. Pcop.!2yH*i

hWO1*i. Pro or Ponr Sttij & A/S -- Hcr.A.oo~i.

-.ni G- U.iat.l. Pro-.. A/S Cotrtrl 1- a~a~Po* ic P______________________.1_ACyclic 

- .k. Coacoct Pitch Applicato..

Traffic Part.~rva: Did Ht: M.imaelo fccto C.8".1

Iaotdinato r'jab., Turvi. A Doacoat.-: FildI e
Me~za.is P~op.r Goomd T-~k o a~~.Poo / ooo
Ever &ad E.It Poopa.,rly- hbt Prop.r Pitch, A RPM

- MoIat~lol Prop.. Ped.1 S..tiv
Nor.. Aproach Did H.: .AL% ,t_-rth L-odi Arýa
State at Cc-rot Alt. A A/S Make Proper Pitch A cic.terr
Mrint.l. P-r, cc id. Path A RPM
Molstalo Pro or Rat. of Ccl.coa Deca-i.ro"oo Did Ha1
T.rmimt. Properly at H....Pr i oad~t Cool

M - - Maim.la Alt. Contol--
M.xl.,ao Porlorw.ca T.h.-Ofl DA. Ho,
Uao Correct Pitch A Thoottl. aort Ldift.:DdB:
Lotabliak Pro.?~ CU-1, Mainain Proper Pitch & RPM
Maista.i Dirocticoal C.W.I iMloa.i A/S & Pod.! Control
fletnr. t. Noria. Climkb Salc St.itabl* L..diull Ata

SwpAp.e:Did ii.: UePp, swh

M.swirra Propac Rubd of1 lA RPM
M.Wis .P~ Ra. o Cl..#GooorI Flight Evaluation:

Masl Tak.4: Diicdo.. He:ta Kp'l.adpoo g oaw

Notar To Nor.. Clizil

ISrUTRMISSION DATE

'UptRvisCRs iN1TM!S T.!DiNT's INITIALS FLYING TIME OVEPALL EVALUTATION

UA 
FAAA

Figure 2
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program; in other units, requirements are not stipulated. In many
flight training organizations there is no formal check section; check
pilots may simply be instructors who happen *o be available when a
check ride is due. In a f,-w training programs all but final check rides
are administered by the instructor and are not, in the strictest sense,
formal check rides.

The Training Grade

Students are graded by their instructors on their daily performance
throughout training. These daily flight training grades and the Instruc-
tor's written comments are recorded on grade slips which are identical
in format with the check grade slips in Figures 1 and 2.

. Training grades would be expected to be rehtively trustworthy
because they are based on many observations by the instructor of the
student's performance. However, when the same instructor administers
to a student all phases of training in a training stage, a substantial
amount of "halo effect" can result. That is, a grade given after a train-
ing ride in the latter part of the training phase is likely to be influenced
not only by present but also by past performance as remembered by
the instructor or as reflected in past training grades. Thus, a reliable
check ride, administered by an expert evaluator (other than the instruc-
tor), applying a uniform set of standards, is needed as a final independent
judgment of the student's proficiency.

Reliability of the Traditional Flight Check System

There is a reasonable basis for the view that students generally
may be classified as good, average, or poor throughout training-from
stage to stage and, even more clearly, within a stage (i.e., from train-
ing to test grades in a given level of training). Perfect consistency in
the individual student's porformance is not to be expected since various
stages of training req'.ire different kinds, ai, well as levels, of skill
from the pilot. Houeever, certain perceptual, psychomotor, and mental
skills are basic to all flying, whether it is primary, instrument, or
tactical. It the evaluation system is adequate there should be an appre-
ciable relationship between a student's training and check grades at
different levels of training. Such relationships would not be evident if
unreliable measures were used.

Twelve years of flight training research, conducted primarily on
Air Force pilot training, and summarized by Ericgsen (7) and Ben-
Avi (i), Indicate that the correlations between check grades at the
completion of training and earlier check or training grades are rarely
greater than .30.1

'Studies conducted by the Air Force and other -,earch personnel are briefly summarized
in Appendix A.

I7
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THE rLIGItT CHECK SYSTEM USED
IN ARMY HELICOPTER TRAINING

Reliability of the Army Flight Check System

To make preliminary tests of check system reliability, Lhe
interrelationships among flight training grades and check grades in
primary helicopter tcaining were analyzed by research personnel of
the U.S. Army Aviation Human Research Unit in 1956 and 1957 at the
U.S. Army Aviation School at Fort Rucker, Ala. At that time primary
helicopter training was accomplished in three phases: Pre-Solo, Inter-
mediate, and Advanced. A phase check ride was given at the end of
each phase.

The interrelationships among the training grades and check grades
for a hundred students are presented in Table 1. Training grades were

Table I

Correlations

for Primary Rotary Wing Flight Training Grades

and Check Grades at Fort Rucker, 1956-1957'

(N = 10)

Training Grade Ch-ck Grade

Pie-Solo !atermediatel A,lya,,-4 erei Avne

Pre-Solo Training - .27* .330 .35' .26* .05
Intennedinte Training - - -. 06 .08 .06 -. 04
Advanced Training - .07 .260 .09

Pre-Solo Check .- - .16 .32*
Intermediate Check . ...- - .20
Advanced Check - - - -

"The symbol " indicates significance at the .05 level of confidence.

obtained by averaging the daily dual ride grades for each student for

each training phase. The check grades were those recorded in the
grade books. The relationships between the training grades and the

corresponding check grades were .35, .08, and .09 at the Pre-Solo,
Intermediate, and Advanced stages respectively. Thus, the average
training-test relationship was little better than zero.1 In fact, the
average of all interrelationships between training and check grades in
Table I is of the same order of magnitude.

'Throughout this report, a value is considered to be reliable (reflecting a true value) if it
in significant at the .05 level of confidence or lean. For evample, if the true correlition wer,
7.ero, ,.n obtained correlation as large or lirger then one marked significant would be expected to
occur five or fewer times ir a hundred. However, a correlation of small magnitude, even though
reliable, i.q not generally uneful for prediction.
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A correlation analysis was made of the grades of 55 students at
the U.S. Army Primary Helicopter School (iJ9APHS) at Camp Wolters,
Tex. in 1957.1 The relationships among training grades were generally
about the same as those for the U.S. Army Aviation School; relationships
between training grades and check grades were slightly higher.2, I

These analyses indicated that results from the proficiency check sysi-
tem used in Army flight evaluation were little more consistent in eval-
uating student performance than was the traditional system in previous
flight training programs. If the assumption of reasonable consistency in
individual student performance is correct, there should be an apprecia-
ble relationship between a student's training and check grades. Since this
was not the case, an examination of the system, with emphasiR on check
pilot standards, is in order to determine the causea of low reliability.

Variation in Army Check Pilots' Evaluation Standards

To determine the extent of variability in the evaluation standards
of check pilots in Army aviation flight training, grades were analyzed
for rides administered by the check section in the Departraent of
Rotary Wing Training at Fort Rucker during 1956 and 1957. Ten Inter-
mediate check scores were selected at random from those given by
each of eight check pilots, and 10 Advanced check scores were selected
for each of eight other check pilots. In Table 2, the mean check grade
and the range of the means of the check pilots in each group are pre-
sented, as well as the mean variabil4 ty and the range of variability.

Table 2

Moan; and Ranges of Rotary Wing Check Grades Given
by Chock Pilots, Fort Rucker, 1956-1957-

Trtainin Phaseas bURamp

lltaurisdlaze

Meom Check Grade 74.3' 70.6 to 79.0
S•f.drd~ Deviation 5.20 2.2 to 7.3

Advsaced
Mean Check Grade 74.9 72.2 to 79.4
Standard Deviation 6.5' 3.7 to 9.9

stes grades wa repeseated is each cheek pilot mess: eight check pilots me reprneented is each
value gives is tde table. CMeck pilots mwe sot he asno is tie omtyses of Istermediate omd Advanced rades.

bITke symbol lisdlctes siglnficance at tb .05 level of confidence. Amalysis ofvarlance was ueed to
teat ditferenesee msag mara. The L tet was wed to toet differes.cas among standard deviations (aoe
Palmer 0. Jouasne.S,,"icai Mehdodsa i Res:,•mh, Prestce-I.all,Inc., N-w York, 1949, pp. 82-86).

'As the letter gade aystest war used at Camp Wolters (AA, above averega; A, overage;
BA, below avenge; U. unsatiefactory), the Pearon produ-t-momont r was computed by assigning
euccaselve lategera to letter Faes.

I'ne relatioaselps between trnining Frades and cheA grades are shown in Table 9, p. 25.
'Analysis of data from 100 students in the A-mý a fixed wingt training pr•'gam in 1957-58

showed iaterrelationaships among the training Frades and check Frades of about the same magni-
tade as the rotary wing interrslationships. (TMese data, from the fixed wing training programs at
Camp Gary, Ten. and Fort Rucker, Ale., aen presented in Appetnix B.)
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The check pilots differed considerably in the mean ratings they
assigned students (some check pilots seldom fail a student and sorne
fail about half of their students). The differences are statistically
reliable for the Intermediate check scores (i.e., they were larger than
would result from chance differences in the proficiency of students
assigned to these pilots), but not the Advanced check scores.

Since students were not as:.igned to check pilots on the basis of
prior student performance, student assignment is considered to have
been random and the results are interpreted tr. reflect differences in
individual check pilot standards. There is a terdency for pilots whose
average ratings are high to vary less in their ratings-that is, they rate
within a narrow range. This indicates that "easier" check pilots seem to
be less willing or less able to disc riminate among student performances.

THE FLIGHT PROFICIENCY EVALUATION PROCESS

There are several ways in which individual check pilot standards
can be introduced into the evaluation process:

(1) Flight Performance Sample. A check ride should be based
on a standardized samplp nf the student's performance in allthe critical
maneuvers taught in the preceding phase. However, underthe traditional
flight check system, the student flight performance actually sampled
on a check ride is determined to a large extent by the individual check
pilot. Each check pilot tends to have his own set of "favorite" maneu-
vers which he believes best shows a student's capability. "Then, too,
such fartors as weather conditions, availability of a particular stage
field, and shortage of time may further influence the check pilot's
decision as to what he will include in the flight performance sample on
a particular check ride. The check pilot may require the student to
repeat a maneuver whenhe performs it poorly onthe first attempt, thus
reducing the variety of maneuvers sampled in the time available for
the check ride.

To the extent that variations do occur in the flight perform-
ance sample from one check ride to the next, different students are
faced with different "tests" that usually vary in degree of difficulty.
This is particularly true when one student is required to repeat a
difficult maneuver several times and another student is not. The first
student has a greater opportunity to err than the second student; conse-
quently, he will probably present a poorer over-all picture of his per-
formance, but not necessarily because he is less proficient over-all.

Thus, the test situation is not uniform. Nevertheless, the
grade for a check ride is considered to reflect uniformly the level of
competence of students at a particular level of training, whether the
check ride consists of all the phase maneuvers or a selection of more
difficult or easier ones.

Often, if a student performs dangerously on his first or
second maneuver, or perhaps halfway through the check, the check
pilot terminates the ride and gives the student a failing grade. Thus,
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he relinquishes the opportunity to analyze the student's difficulties in
all maneuvers in which the student has been trained in the preceding
phase. When this is the case, subsequent additions, flig-Yht time used
for the purpose of correcting the student's deficiencies is less likely
to be well directed.

Variation intest content, from one check to another, violates
what is probably thi most fundamental principle of sound evaluation:
The sample of knowledge, performance, or behavior which is to be
measured must be uniform. Every deviation from the rule, 'Every
student must be faced with the same set of reqvirements, under the
same conditions," leads to unreliable evaluation.

(2) Observation and Perception. There are many aspects of a
student's flight performance toward which the check pilot might direct
his attention, such as attitude, altitude, directional control, and power
control. Because he cannot observe all these things at once, the check
pilot must settle for only a few observations at any one time. ifrom
those which he chooses to view at a particular time, his perceptual
process may eliminate more.

For example, at a certain point the check pilot may choose
to look at the instrument panel. What he actually sees on the instrument
panel, however, might be the air speed indicator to the exclusion of the
altimeter, tachometer, and needle ball; thus he would notice only cer-
tain air speed deviations out of all the many elements he might have
observed at that moment. Undoubtedly, in such an instance check pilot
bias niay play a significant role. Since the check pilot can not see every-
thing, he looks at what he thinks is most significant.

This problem can be reduced by objectively determining
the important indices of flight performance, and from these selszting
and standardizing the items that can, practically, be observed. 1

(3) Memory. A check pilot must observe many details during
a check ride. Unless he records descriptions or evaluationa of perform-
ance at the time it is observed or very shortly thereafter, memory will
become a factor in determining the final grade. Indeed. if he completes
more than two check flights before recording his judgments on either,
he is apt to forget on which ride a particular event occurred. Chcck
pilots with good memories will probably base the grade on more com-
plete details of the student's performance than will check pilots with
short memories. More critical, probably, is the problem of selective
recall; the check pilot may remember what was most dramatic or most
important from his own point of view, which may differ from what
another check pilot recalls. Thus, selective bias in observing perform-
ance may be compounded by birs in recall of what was observed. To
the extent possible, standardize,' observations should be recorded dur-
Ing or immediately after the actu& I student performance.

'A method frequently u&ed in research for pinpointin g interobeerver differences is to have
two ubservers evaluate the same perfcmance at the same tine. HumRRO researchers' unsuccess-
fli attempts to do this are summ&rzed in Appendix C.
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(4) Relative Importance of Maneuvers. Because a single grade
must result from a check ride, a weighting method is implicit in the
grading process. For example, in helicopter flying, a well-executed
forced landing will usually be considered more important than a well-
executeýd normal take-off. Unfortunately, there is less than perfect
agreement even among experienced flight instructors as to the relative
importance of each training maneuver.

For example, 12 experienced check pilots comprising the
entire check section of the U.S. Army Primary Helicopter School
were asked to judge the contribution that each of 12 Intermediate and
7 Advanced maneuvers should make to a total flight evaluation sccre.1

The means and ranges of the values assigned :'o Intermediate maneu-
vers are shown in Table 3, and those for Advanced maneuvers are
presented in Table 4. Although the individual check pilots generally
agreed on the order of importance of maneuvers, there was substantial
variation in ranges of values given each maneuver. For example, one
check pilot judged all Intermediate maneuvers as equally important
while arrothpr check pilot assigned values to the most important maneu-
vers that were 20 times larger than those he allotted the least important
maneuvers. Such variation among check pilots in itself can lead to
marked scoring variability.

Table 3

Estimates of the Percentage Contribution

12 Intermediate Maneuvers Should Make to Total Score

e. Percentage ,atribuion Naueuve, LPerce tage Contrbution

I .5ean Range Miss. Rouge

Normal Take-Offs 7 3 to 9 Basic Autorotations 12 9 to 20

Nc.ml Approaches 9 3 to 13 180' Autorotations 11 5 to 20

Maximum Performance Traffic Patterns 6 3 to 13
Take-ONis 8 3 to 12 Hovering 7 3 to 15

Steep Approaches 9 3 to 12 Hovering
Running Take-Offs 6 I to 9 Autorotations 6 3 to 10

Running Landings 6 1 to 10 Forced Landings 13 8 to 20

(5) The Pilot'.3 Expectations of Student Performance. In his
final evaluation, the check pilot must make a judgment about the level
of perfornmance that can reasonably be expected from a student for a

given phase of training. In the Air Force training programs in the late
1940's and early 1950's, such judgments were found to be substantially

'Each check pilot had a minimum of four years' experience in flight training and evaluation

programa. Six of the pilots had at least two year' experi- .ce ar eivilian supervidore and checr

pilots in the Army Helicopter Flight Trqining Mograsm. The six military check pilots had from four
to eight yeer' experience in helicopter flight training, All 12 check pilots had attended the same

standardization prosm. for primary helicopter iLatructors and had worked together for two years.

12



Table 4

Estimates of the Percentage Contribution

7 Intermediate Maneuvers Should Maýe to Total Scores

Percentage Contribution Percentage Contribution
Maneaver maneuver

%lean Rang- Mean IRange

Take-Offs 16 5 to 25 Slope Operations 7 3 to 10
Approaches 17 !4 to 20 Hovering

Planning Itens 23 15 to 40 Autorutationj 7 2 to 12

Aircraft Control Forced Landings 21 10 to 30

and Patterns 11 S to 20

s0s* of the 12 USAPHS check piluta did sot rate the Advaured maneuvers.

affected by ihe proficiency of the students whom the instructors used
as a basis of comparison. In 1953, Boyle and Hagin (2) demonstrated
in a primary pilot training vrogram that 70 per cent of the students
with no previous flying experience passed when they were grouped
together under the same instructors, and only 49 per cent of these
students passed when they were considered with students who had had
prior light plane training.

In 1957, Krumbolta and Christal (13) reported data that
demonstrated the varia*ion among Air Force instructors in the level of
proficiency they expected of their students. The study analyzed the
grades for a sample of 216 Air Force aviation cadets from one primary
training base during a six-year period. It revealed that a cadet had a
better chance of success if he was grouped with cadets of relatively
lower aptitude. This was true within several aptitude levels.1

To summarize, the variation in check pilots' standards can be
manifested in a number of ways in the flight performance evaluation
process. These standards can influence the selection of the flight per-
formance sample, the direction of attention during the flight to certain
aspects of performance, perceptual selection from the information to
which attention is directed, what is remembered about the performance
at the time of recording, the relative importance given to the various
maneuvers, and expectations of what stud -.it performance should be.
In a process as complex and as important as the check flight, it is
mandatory that the check pilot's standards for the evaluation process
be as uniform as possible.

For these reasons, work was initiated on the development of a
flight check system designed to reduce variations in check pliot stand-
ards, standardize the samplp of flight performance on which scoring
is based, and reduce the effects of the check pilots' observation and
memory bias on over-all score reliability.

'Aptitude was measured with the pilot atanine predictors used by the Air Force for jelection

of air cadets.
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Chapter 2

HumRRO RESEARCH

ON FLIGHT PROFICIENCY EVALUATION

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PILOT PERFORMANCE
DESCRIPTION RECORDS (PPDR's)

As part of Subtask LIFT IT, development of standardized, relatively
objective measures of primary and basic light helicopter pilot profi-
ciency was undertaken. Initial guidelines for the format of the measures
were provided by Air Force research (18, 19).

An analysis of the training program, including study of grade books
nnd interviews with instructors, was the basis of determining the areas
of flight training in which students have the most difficulty (17). Each
primary and basic training maneuver was analyzed into its components.
For each component, simplified scales were developed on which the
check pilot could quickly record his observations or judgments as the
student performed. For some components (such as pedal usage, approach
path to confined areas, and ground track on downwind legs) on which the
check pilot had to make more complex judgment.3, rating scales of a
more subjective type had to be developed. In such items the points on
the scales were defined as precisely as possible to minimize personal
interpretation by the check pilot. Where possible, however, scales
were developed on which the check pilot could immediately record direct
observations on instruments or outside cues (such as RPM, air speed,
altitude, and approach termination pointa).

The original list of item components for each maneuver was thor-
oughly tested in simulated check rides by LIFT II research personnel.
It was found that the number of items was more than a check pilot could
safely evaluate in the allotted time. Therefore, experienced flight
training personnel were asked to select only the items which would
adequately dcscribe the most critical components from each maneuver
segment. In subsequent tryouts a descriptive record of student perform-
ance was produced which could be administered safely and accurately
by a trained check pilot.

The measures-the Pilot Performance Description Records
(PPDR's)-were based on standard rides; that is, the same number of
maneuvers were to be flown in the same sequence on each ride. The
check pilots were instructed to Immediatel., record their observations
or judgments of each maneuver component, except for those maneuvers
in which sa'ety considerations dictated against this procedure. For

14



autorotations, the latter halt of approaches, the initial phase of take-
offs, and forced landings, recording was ,rc~tnoned until con'pletion of
the maneuver.

The Pilot Pe•'formance Description Records were admixnistered or
a trial basis in 1957, and in revised form in 19.58. The 1958 versions
of the Intermediate and Advanced PPDR's are described in the M~anual
of Instruction for use of the PPDR's (1_0).

TRYOUT OF THE 1957 VERSION OF THE PPDR

Procedure

In 1957, the PPDR was used in check rides admini.stered to 75 stu-
dents (40 Intermedbite; 35 Advanced) at the U.S. Primary Helicopter

School at Camp Wolters. Exarnples of maneuver record sheets from
the 1957 versions of the Intermediate and Advanced PPDR's t are
presented in Figures 3 and 4.

Each student flew two check rides, each with a different check
pilot. The student's first ride was flown by one of the two check pilots
on the LIFT staff, and the second by one of four USAPHS military
check pilots. This procedure made it possible to estimate the agree-
ment (ride/ride relationship) between repeated evaluations of the same
students. The student did no flying between these check rides.

The assignment of students to the LIFT check pilots was on a
random or "chance" basis. For the second ride, each military che~ck
pilot was alternately assigned a student checked by the first LIFT chec~k
pilot and one checked by the second LIFT check pilot. The initial ran-
dom assignment of students to the two LIFT chec!: pilots ensured that
there was no selective bias throughout the checking procedare.

The LIFT check pilots were intimately familiar with the system,
having been part of the team res~ponsible for its development. The
military check pilots had received only a brief training program from
the LIFT research staff pilots. This training consisted of (1) approxi-
mately four hours of lectures, during which the rationale of the system
was presented and cach type of scale was described and interpreted;
(2) in-flight demonstration by the LIFT staff check pilots of the record-
ing system, including safety training (e.g., the check pilot is to stop
recording during certain maneuvers or parts of maneuvers for reasons
of safety); (3) a complete check ride with a LIFT check pilot acting as
the student and the military pilot recording the flight; and (4) at least
one practice ride with a student pilot.

'Readers familiar with, the Camp Woltesm training propam will nots that "]ntennedinte" is
anbetituted for "Primaiy sad "Advanced5 for "Basic" En redu!ce confusion that might result from
refsrring to the primary phase of primary training. "Intenaediete• ad "Advanced" had previously
been used to refer to the same training phases at Fort line~v• when primary helicopter training

was conducted there.
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Sample Record Sheet From 1957 Version of the Intermediate (Primo;y)
Pilot Performance Description Record
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Sample Record Sheet From 1957 Version of the Advanced (Basic)
Pilot Performance Description Record

CONFINED AREA OPERATION

CHECK PILOT: Selecit a ewfl.d we.." .to wdc a tede Is ipeible; p*nt it ew to tow afis..t

I. Wgh Recoawsananov~
A. Pattern flown with respect to:

1. Wind and forcd landing a•ea• - U Peer Adq Best

2. Observattlw 'angle of sight -$ Best

B. Alrcraft Control:

1. Ai.pew! (40-50 K) Erat LOW High Phow
2. RPtM (3050-3150) Erot Low HIgh Prope

[ 3. Altitude Erat LOw High Proper

4. Pedals ......
_Prow

II. Approch mW Low Rec"-assao
A. Down to barrer:

1.Llneaidoscent -

2. Approac angl ...... -s1lew, sop Prrp
.3. Rateo clsure_ _ Ert slow Fast ProPer

4. Pedal ...... Frew

B. Over brrier to ground:
1. em. ce of barier_ .... Too Close Too High Propew

2. Lineaof &-sent I
3. Rate of dao__ _ Est Slew Feet Prper
4. Altiudr/tres oproach . ...... Low High Prop
5. RPM (3050-3150) Erat Low High Proper
6. Unnecesary loering Yee ....... ...... Ne

7 ___________.e~j7J..efje.Proper7.Pdl ......
Ceefined Area

Figure.-.
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Scoring of the PPDR's

Four types of scores were used in scoring the check rides: total
error score, item-weighted score, error pattern-weighted score, and
traditional score. The scoies are defined as follows:

The total error score--the number of item errors recorded
on the PPDR.

The item-weighted score-the sum of item errors weighted by
item importance and difficulty, converted to a percentage of the total
possible score. Item weights are the average of values (ranging from
I to 5) assigned by experienced check pilots judging the difficulty and
importance of each item.

The error pattern-weighted score-the sum of check pilot
ratings on maneuver segments, weighted by maneuver importance and
converted to a scale ranging from 0 to 100. Check pilots rate the per-
formance on each maneuver segment on a scale ranging from 0 to 10
(0, dangerous; 1-2, unsatisfactory; 3-5, below average; 6-8, average;
9-10, above average). Maneuver weights reflecting the difficulty and
importance of each maneuver are the average of values assigned by
experienced check pilots.

A traditional score-an over-all score for the check ride in
terms of a letter grade (AA, above average; A, average; BA, below
average; U, unsatisfactory). Check pilots were asked to assign this
score on the basis of their own judgments (i.e., not to take the PPDR's
into account).

The HumRRO check pilots scored all of the Intermediate check
rides to obtain the error pattern-weighted scores.

Results of the 1957 PPDR Tryout

The ridetride relationships forthe PPDR check rides administered
in the 1957 tryout are presented in Table 5. These data indicate an
increase in reliability over the traditional system, particularly in the
item-weighted and error pattern-weighted scores.

Tab!e 5

Corelations Between Rides, 19578
(Camp Wolftrs)

Scar.Iaw"Wam~lat" PPDIP I Advanced PPDR
(N -40) (N ( 35)

PPDR Score

Item-Weighted .42 .37

Error PatternoWejghtedb .Sl'

Total Error .17 .28*

Traditional Gradc .22* .10

'rb. "hbol Indit ate iplftcans.. &t)te .0 level of confidence.
bTbe error pattern--weF1 ltnd •,vret. w-re obthi.zed only for the Intermedlate PPDR's.
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The diagnostic capacity of the 1957 PPDR's was clearly demon-
strated. The PPDR's made it possible to count not only total errors
but also errors on specific elements inthe performance (such as pedals,
RPM, air speed, altitude, and ground track).

An analysis was made of the errors recorded by the check pilots
on selected PPDR scales (those accounting for over half of the PPDR
items) and two over-all scores. The dif erence between the LIFT staff
pilots (who were thoroughly familiar with the PPDR) was subtracted
from the average difference between the USAPHS pilots (who were only
oriented in the use of the PPDR) to obtain a "similarity index' for each
PPDR icem and score listed in Table 6. The scoring similarity of the
LIFT pilots was reliably greater for the items 'pedals" and "RPM"
and for the tradition~al grades. The difference between the two groups
on the remaining items analyzed was negligible.

Table 6

Mean Percentage of Errors Recorded for Selected Items

and Mean Over-All Scores for the Intermediate PPDR's, 1957

Check PiL~ft

ItPPDR SimilarityItmExperts pPDR.Orissted Itdex6

Number of Rides 20 20 10 10 10 10
Mean Percentage of All Errors

Possible forb:
Pedals 21 19 S 29 17 20 110
RPM 37 37 10 36 36 17 16°
AirSpeed 38 47 21 33 38 25 1
Altitude 26 22 19 9 14 8 2
Ground Track 15 13 S 24 15 11 2

Idean PPDR Item-Weighted Score 75 74 85 72 76 83 7
Traditional Grade 40 30 100 0 30 60 450

The 8 test was used to determine the eignificanee of the amount of difference between the two xroepu
of check pilots. The one-tailed teet we ueed for the evll hypotheaslathat the check p~lotu who were experts
in the PPDR system were a. aimilar or ise similar to tack other a waee the check pilots who were only
oerented to the PPDR system. The symbol 4 indicatee a difference that is significant at the .05 level
of confidence.

bTbsoo scales constituted over half of the items oa the PPIJlt.
€eased os the porceetasg of 'average' and 'above averges Ud" given. The PPDR was not

referred to in aesiping the traditional gsrdes in 1957.

The analysis of the Advanced PPDR data in Table 7 indicates there
is no systematic difference between the similarity of PPDR experts
and that of the PPDR-oriented check pilots. The only significant differ-
ence between the two groups is for the traditional score, on which the
PPDR experts were reliably more alike. For the item-weighted score
and for "air speed," there is no difference irn the amount of similarity
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of the evaluations made by the two groups of check pilots. On the
remaining items, the PPDR-oriented check pilots were more similar
than the PPDR experts, but not to a degree that Is statistically reliable.
Since the LIFT pilots had extensive experience with the Intermediate
PPDR only (their workwith the Advanced PPDR was in the early stages),
their familiarity with the Advanced PPDR was little greater than that
of the PPDR-oriented check pilots. Over-all, the value of experience
In the use of the PPDR l� �LLbatgly indicated.

Table 7

Mean Percentag. of Errors Recorded for Selected Items
and Mean Over-All Scores for the Advanced PPDR's, 1957

Cheek Pilot.

PP0R I
It.. � PPDR-Orlested SImilarity

iIz 0141516
Number of Rides 15 20 10 10 6 9
Mean Percetus6e of All Eryors

Poesthie fork:
Pedals 9 18 14 5 7 10 -4
RPM 22 36 V 12 15 8 -10
AirSpeed 36 31 21 18 23 27 0
Altitude 22 29 )9 12 15 15 - 4
CyclieCosizol 35 22 21 10 15 15 -s

AllItems 31 26 24 24 24 30 -2
Hem PPDR ltez,-Weighted Score 80 63 88 85 85 82 0
TraditiomslGmsde' 47 50 80 30 50 44 W

ETh. r teat was used to determine the sIgnificance of the amount of difference between the two
pomp. .1 cheek pilots. The .me-tailed test was used for the sell hypothesis that the check pilots who
were soperts Ia the PPDR system were ss sImilar or lass sinJisi to each other sa were the check pilots
who wee, oily oriented to the PPDIW system. The symbol * indicates a difference that is significant st the
.06 level of coslideace.

bihese scales constituted ovee half of the item os the �PDR.
'Based em the percentage of averepe end %bove sverege pa4 es given. The PPOII was ant

relayed to is ass plug the traditional grades is if.7.

TRYOUT OF THE 1958 VERSION OF THE PPDR

Procedure

The PPDWs were modified on the basis of practical experience and
data obtained during the 1957 experimental administrat�on. Revisions
of the Intermediate PPDR were relatively minor, consisting largely of
changes intormatmaking it easier forthe check pilot to determine quickly
where to record his observations. A ie� items which had been shown
to serve no purpose were eliminated, and others were added where it
had been found that student perfor �ance was not described sufficIently.



Modifications of the Advanced PPDR were substantial. The type
of specific scale used in the Intermediate PPDR items was substituted
for the more ca;egorical type of scale which had been used in the 1957
Advanced PPDR. Many ineffective scales were eliminated on the basis.
of experience, and a set of maneuvers requiring take-offs and approaches
over a tree, both into the wind and crosswind, was added.

Examples of the format used for the 1958 version of the Intermediate
and Advanced PPDR's are presented in Figures.5 and 6. Both PPDR's
are described in detail in the Manual of Instruction for the use of
the PPDR'P (LO).

In the 1958 experimental tryout, 12 check pilots were trained to
administer the PPDR. Six of the check pilots were civilian flight
commanders or other responsible training administrators with the
Southern Airways civilian contract school at the USAPHS, Camp Wolters,
and six were military pilots who were part of the monitoring military
check section at the USAPHS.

The training program was administered to the 12 check pilots by
the two LIFT pilots who had participated in the 1957 evaluation. The
1958 training was somewhat more comprehensive than that given in
1957. It lasted one week and consisted of (I) a three-hour detailed
presentation and discussion of the individual scales in the Intermediate
and Advanced checks; (2) two hours of in-flight orientation in the use
of the PPDR's, conducted by the two LIFT staff pilots; (3) practice
with at least one student; (4) a final "evaluation' ride with a _IFT
pilot simulating student performance; (5) a procedure for Identifying
markedly different individual check pilot standards, and partially
modifying these standards (requiring approximately five hours of
classroom work for each check pilot).'

Following the check pilot training program, two successive check
rides were administered to each of 50 Intermediate and 50 Advanced
student pilots to obtain estimates of check pilot agreement (reliability).
The first ride was always administered by one of the civilian pilots,
and the second by one of the military pilots.

The four scores computed for each PPDR check ride were essen-
tially as described for the 1957 tryout. However, in 1958 each chec-k
pilot (military and civilian) scored the PPDR immediately after com-
pletion of the check ride and provided the error pattern-weighted
score. Also, the check pilots were required to base the *traditional"

score on a careful review of the PPDR results.

Results of the 1958 PPDR Tryout

Ridelride relationships for the 1958 PPDR tryout are presented
in Table 8. The error pattern-weighted and the traditional scores are
the most reliable. The tre'iitional score for the PPDR tryout In 1958
is reliably higher than that for 1957.

"Thii procedure In described in more detail in Chapter 3, pp. 28-29.
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Sample Record Shoet From 1958 Versii~in of the Intermediate PPDR
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Sample Record Shest From 1958 Version of the Advanced PPDR
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These results provide evidence that subjective judgments can, under
controlled conditions, serve to provide a reliable general estimate of
student proficiency.

Table 8

Correlations Petween Rides, 1958r

(camp Wolters)

PPDR Scatr Intermediate PPDR I Advanced PPDR

Item-Weighted .17 .420

Error Pattern-Weighted .420 .520

Total Error .14 .37M

Traditional Grade (PPDR-baed) .480 .470

'The somber of students is SO in all cases except for the intermediate errcr pauem-
weighted score, where it is 48. The symbol 0 indicates significance at the .05 level
of tosfideace.

It was stated earlier that a flight proficiency evaluation system
should reflect to a substantial degree the consistency presumed to
exist in student flight performance from early to later training. Data
presented in Table 1 and in Appendix B indicate that interrelationships
between the Army's traditional check scores and training grades are
low. By comparison, the relationships between the 1958 PPDR scores
given by the military check pilots (on the second of two rides by each
student) and the training grades given in the Pre.Solo, Intermediate,
and Advanced phases of training are substantially higher. To facilitate
comparison, Table 9 presents the relationships of training grades with
check scores given at Camp Wolters in 1957 and with those given during
the PPDR administration in 1958.

For the Advanced training phase, the PPDR error pattern-weighted
scores and traditional scores (based on the PPDR check ride) should
show a relatively high relationship to training grades. This is partic-
ularly significant because the Advanced phase of training includes the
maneuvers that are most similar to those a helicopter pilot would have
to perform in tactical flying. The relationships between traditional
grades (PPDR-based) and training grades are also high for the Inter-
mediate training phase. However, the relatively low relationships of
the Pre-Solo scores and the Intermediate PPDR, scores to training
grades may suggest that there is less consistency in student performance
in the early phases of training as compared with the later phase.
Miller (14) has suggested that the crucial source of unreliability of
check rides is the lack of consistency in pilot performance from day to
day. The relatively high reliability of results for the Advanced PPDR
may suggest that this conclusion is approoriate only for the early
stages of training. The somewhat higher relationships between Inter-
mediate check scores and Advanced training grades further support
this interpretation.
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Table 9

Correlations Between Training Grades and Check Grndes (1957)
and Training Grades and PPDR Scores (1958,1

(Camp Waliters)

Trainiag Grade

Check Grade or Score p s j nterMdie

1957
ill SS)

Traditional Check Grade
Pre-Solo 45* 44 .10
Intermediate .14 .14 .450
Advanced .2, .14 .10

1958
(N =50)

Pre-Slo .58e .41 .41

Intermediate PPDR Score
Total Error .14 .14 .2M
Item-Weigbted .20 .22 Me
Error Pattern-Weighted .22 .14 .33e
Tra•itional (PPDR-haaed) .35e .420 .370

Advaced PPDR Score
Total Error .50* SS* .420
Item-Weighted .48 M7e
Ero Pattern-Weighted .52 .650 .53
Traditional (PPDR-baaed) .5 60 .510

'The s hol a Indicates significance at the .05 level of confidence.

Since relationships between check scores and training grades,
particularly for the Advanced PPDR, are of a magnitude that requires
relatively high reliability of measurement, it appears that the PPDR
evaluation system is basically sound.

The marked improvement in the reliability of the concurrent tra-
ditional score may be attributable to (1) the diagnostic data obtained
with the PPDR, (2) the necessity to review the PPDR's to determine
over-all scoree, and (3) the PPDR check pilot training program. How-
ever, an additional factor must be considered: Both the civilian

(Southern Airways) training and military check section personnel at
Camp Walters were devoting every effort between the 1957 and 1958
tests to improvement of the training and monitoring system. Undoubt-
edly these efforts resulted in increased standardization as well as
improved training. This is suggested by the somewhat higher relation-
ships in 1958 than in 1957 between training grades and pre-solo check
grades (which were riot based on the PPDR system). Unfortunately,
data reflecting relationships between tr:aning grades and the tradi-
tional check grades were not analyzed just before the 1958 tryout. This
would have provided a more complete control for the comparison of
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training grades with check grades and of the PPDR with the traditional
check system. Thus, the data presented do not constitute proof, but
are only substantiating evidence that the PPDR system was more
reliable than the traditional check system in 1958.

Substantial improvement in reliability is indicated, however,, by the
higher interrelatior.ships between training grades in 1958 (ranging from
.61 to .74) as compared with those for 1957 (ranging from .10 to .45).
The sizable increase in training grade interrelationships in the 1958
PPDR tryout suggests that the evaluation of training rides as well as
check rides had becnme more standardized.

However, even more standardization is necessary since there was
still considerable variation among check pil.ots in the PPDR's adminis-
tered in 1958. The percentages of all possiole errors that were scored
by the 12 check pilots on selected items and for all items of the PPDR's,
as well as PPDR-derived scores, were computed and the means and
standard deviations a•re presented in Appendix Table D-1. Although
the one-week training program given for the 1958 tryout appears to
have made check piloz standards more uniform than in 1957, it did not
eliminate check pilot differences. It is noteworthy, however, that a
major contribution of the PPDR's is the extent to which they allow
specification of some of variation in check pilot standards.

The PPDR system itself is substantially more diagnostic and more
reliable than the traditional system. However, either a more intensive
check pilot training program or a check pilot selection program, or
more likely both, must be initiated if the remaining substanial effects
of check pilot biases on flight proficiency evaluation reliability are to
be further reduced.
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Chapter 3

APPLICATION OF THE PPDR SYSTEM

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PPDR SYSTEM

The prototype flight check evaluation system developed in this study
consists of (i) Intermediate and Advanced PPDR booklets on which per-
sonnel serving as check pilots can score specific maneuvers on stand-
ardized, relatively objective scales; (2) a training program to familiarize
the check pilot with the concepts and techniques involved in the PPDR
system and to give him practice in administering check rides using the
PPDR; (3) classroom training for check pilots in scoring standard
PPDR's-that is, an identical set of PPDR's for actual check rides-to
allow identification of specific areas in whichthe check pilots' standards
of evaluation are atypical; (4) methods of scoring the PPDR, the most
promising of which is the error pattern-weighted score which reflects
both the importance of each maneuver, in the judgment of expert opinion,
and the check pilot's evaluation of over-all performance of each maneuver.

The Pp.rt system requires that the same flight test situation be pre-
sented to each student pilot. The type and number and, insofar as possi-
ble, the sequence of maneuvers included in a flight check is rigorously
standardized. This fulfills the fundamental principle of sound evaluamion
that all students be exposed to conditions which are as nearly identical
as possible. The existence of variables thatcannot be controlled, such
as weather and differences in flight characteristics of aircraft, makes
it even more essential that controllable factors be standardized.

The PPDR provides a detailed and permanent record of the student's
performance on a flight sample of critical maneuvers. The record can
be analyzed in detail to diagnose student performance or to compare
check pilot observations with those of other check pilots. The flight
performance sample utilized in the PPDR system is realistic; it has
been selected on the basis of a complete analysis of training maneuvers,
tactical flying requirements, and expert pilot opinion. Most crucial
maneuvers are included in the PPDR check ride.

SCORING STANDARD PPDR's AS PART
OF THE 1958 TRAINING PROGRAM

The requirement that check pilots -se similar standards in record-
ing their observations and in scoring the data that they have recorded
cannot be overemphasized. One method of determining whether check
pilots are using similar standaras is to have them evaluate the same
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performance and then compare their evaluations. 1 This was attempted

as part of the LIFT study.
During the one week of training that check pilots received in 1958,

each of the 12 check pilots was presented with an identical set of
10 completed PPDR descriptions of actual student flight performances.
The PPDR's were selected from those administered as part of the
1957 evaluation program and represented a wide range of student per-
formance. The cover shepts on which final scores and information
about the student had been recorded were removed so that the pilots
would not have any initial bias.

The check pilots assigned a rating from 0 to 10 (0, dangerous;
1-2, unsatisfactory; 3-5, below average; 6-8, average; 9-10, above
average) to each of more than 100 maneuvers and maneuver components
for each PPDR. These ratings were multiplied by maneuver weights
which had been determined by a group of expert check pilots on the

basis of difficulty and criticality of each maneuver. A total score was
then determined by summing the weighted ratings.2

It should be noted that in scoring these 10 PPDR's the 12 pilots
were -equired to evaluate only recorded descriptions of the flight per-
formance. No actual flight checking was involved.

For the 12 check pilots, a score for each of the 10 standard PPDR's
was obtained. Correlations between pairs of check pilots' evaluations
ranged from .82 to .99, indicating considerable agreement in scoring

between the check pilots. However, the differences between check
pilots, even within this limited range, appear meaningful in terms of
agreement in scoring actual flight checks.

CLASSROOM SCORING AGREEMENT
AND RIDE/RIDE RELATIONSHIPS

The relatively simple classroom technique described above shows
promise as a method for quickly pinpointing differences in check pilot
standards that would produce differing results in actual flight checks.
Following the administration of the PPDR's in 1958, it was possible to
select pairs of check pilots who had checked the same students and to
compare the agreement of their standards in the classroom sccring
with the agreement of the scores given by them to the same students
during a flight check.

Table 10 shows the relationships of PPDR flight check scores
for check pilot pairs whose classroom scoring agreements were from
.82-.99 (all pairs), .91-.99, and .95-.99. It is clear from Table 10
that more agreement in the classroom scoring does mean considerably
more agreement in actual flight check evaluation for the Intermediate

'Attempts were also made to present the same flight performance to check pilots by flying
two observers at the same time and by presenting student performance on film, but these efforts
were not succeseful. The studies on interobserver relationships are presented in Appendix C.

"This procedare is used to obtain the error pattern-weighted score (Lee p. 18). Means and
ranges of maneuver weights are given in Tables as and 4.
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Table 10

PPDR Flight Check Scoring Agreement for Check Pilot Pairs
Compared With Classroom Standard PPDR Scaring Agreement,

Correlations of Flight Cheek Scores b for Check ?ilot Pairs

PPDR Score Whose Scores en Standar PPDI's Correlated:

.82-.99 1 .91-." 1 .95..99

Intermediate PPDR
Item-Weighted .17 .22 .67 e
Frror Pattern-Weighted .420 .54* .700

Advanced PPDR
Item-Weighted .42* .440 .560
Error Pattern-Weighted .520 .51" .614

'Sto&dsrd scoring was performed on the same 10 Interredlate PPDR booklets by all cheek pilots.
bTk* symbol 0 indicates 0greement that iv significant at the .05 lvoel ofeoafidence. A1150stodemts

me repreeented for the lnt.-:mediate and Advanced eore•ationra for all che"k pilot pair. For check pilot
palre with agreement of over .91, the number of students Is 42 sad 44 for the Intermediate and Advanced
PPDR, respectively; for pairs with agreement of over .95, the number is 3 and 33, respectively.

PPDR. A trend in the same direction, but less pronounced, is shown
for the Advanced PPDI{. However, it nmust be remembered that the
classroom method for comparing standards was based only on Inter-
mediate PPDR records. It would be expected that the Advanced PPDR
agreement would be much better predicted with a classroom technique
for the Advanced PPDR, which can easily be developed and applied.

On the basis of these results, it seems probable that training of
check pilots in scoring stane ird PPDR's can increase uniformity of
standards and consequently lead to greater reliability of the evaluation
system. Since an increase in reliability is critical to future training
methods research and to iriprovement of flight training by training
supervisors, still more effort should be directed toward development
of uniformity of standards among check pilots.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PPDR SYSTEM
FOR OPERATIONAL USE

The data obtained in this study provide the basis for further devel-
opment of the PPDR system, by means of:

(1) Refinement of the PPDR and scoring method.
(2) Extension of the training of personnel serving as check

pilots. An aviator assigned to duty as a check pilot has the necessary
flight qualifications and requires only training to become qualified in
the use of PPDR's. Selection may be necessary where check standards
are extremely lenient and cannot be modified.

(3) Establinhment of an information system which will provide
feedback on training results (a) to students for determining apecific
areas where extra training is necessary. (b) to instructors toi -irm
them of specific weaknesses in their instruction, (c) to command per-
sonnel regarding the effectiveness of the over-all program of instruc-
tion, and (d) to check pilots, showing where, over time, thr r standar'ds
are not sufficiently uniform.
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Appendix A

PRIOR RESEARCH ON THE USE OF OBJECTIVE MEASURES
IN FLIGHT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

At least one research effort has, with some success, been directed
toward attempting to impruve the reliability of the grade resulting from
the traditional subjective system. Crawford and Da&..ey (5) reported a
technique for using Air Force flight instructors' comments written on
the backs of grade slips. Greater reliability of evaluation resulted
from their method than from use of the grade alone. While the tech-
nique may be cumbersome for regular use in a training program, the
study did indicate that instructors and check )ilots are capable of more
reliable evaluation of student flying proficiency than they manifest in
the regular grading system.

The efforts of research personnel to reduce the effects of differ-
ences in check pilot standards and to otherwise increase the reliability
and diagnostic capacity of flight proficiency evaluation were directed
primarily toward making the evaluation system more objective. In thc
systems that have been developed, research personnel have tried to
increase the extent to which the check pilot observes and describes
rather than evaluates during the actual check ride. The larger subjec-
tive judgments are reduced to smaller specific judgments (e.g., too
much left pedal during the first take-off; over-controlled on the third
landing) or, in scoring, a subjective score is assigned to each error
ratner than to the totality of errors. Description has been assumed to
be an essential characteristic of a diagnostic flight performance evalua-
tion, and to be fundamental to its reliability.

As early as 1939, a research attempt was made to devise a means
of obtaining more objective and detailed, as well as more reliable,
information from flight proficiency measures. The resulting Ohio
State Flight Inventory (6) was directed toward increasing the objectivity
of flight proficiency measures. Other research efforts along these
lines prior to 1947 are summarized by Ben-Avi (1), and those befor'e
1952, by Ericksen (7). In one of the most successful studies, reported
by Gordon (9) and Nagay (L5), a system of evaluation for airline pilot
proficicncy was devised that depended largely on objective and detailed
in-flight records. This system provided a ridetride reliability of .70,
one of the highest yet reported. The reliability was based bn the rela-
tionship between two successive ad min'-trations of the same check
ride to the same student by different check pilots. Of course, the air-
line pilot's activities are more procedural and require less frequent
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and less gross control adjustments than do the lighter aircraft on
which most flight proficiency research has been done.

A well-conceived research effort conducted for the Navy in
1952 (jL_) did not result in an increase in the reliability over that
obtained in the traditional system. The objective evaluation method
which was dev13ed proved no more reliable at the pre-solo (ride/ride
relationship of .32) and instrument (ride/ride relationship of .33)
stages than the traditional subjective method (.42 and .41, respectively).
It is noteworthy that the reliability of the traditional method reported
in the Navy study was higher than in most studies. The authors attrib-
ute the low reliability of the experimental system to day-to-day
fluctuations in student performance rather than to errors of measure-
ment, citing Miller (14, p. 361) for support.' 'Different check pilots'
is also listed as a reason for this low reliability, along with weather
and aircraft differences. Considering other flight proficiency research
successes, these explanations hardly seem to be adequate.

It should be noted that in the Navy study there was considerable
resistance to the objective check on the part of the instructors. Sixty-
nine per cent of the instructors who participated in the tryout considered
the in-flight use of the objective booklets dangerous. This reaction
may be accounted for by the facts that (1) one of the checks was used
at the pre-solo staget; (2) the format of the booklets in which the check
pilots recorded their observations required considerable "head-in-
cockpit" time to find out where to record; and (3) inadequale training
in the use of the booklets was given the check pilots. However, check
pilot aversion to objective checks has been encountered to some
extent in most studies.

Probably the most definitive flight evaluation work has been accom-
plished by the Basic Pilot Training Research Laboratory of the Human
Resources Research Center, Air Training Command, Goodfellow Air
Force Base, San Angelo, Tex. The work described in this report was
largely based on the Air Force precedent. The development~l aspects
of the Air Force work are described by Smith, Flexman, and Houston (19)
and Smith and Flexman (L8). The objective method developed was
relatively reliable in comparison with the traditional system (most
estimates of ride/ride relationships averaged above .50), but the relia-
bility varied considerably from one application to the next, ranging
from .17 to .67 (12). However, the diagnostic capability of this flight
proficiency description system was of great value. Excellent examples
of its use for this purpose are presented by Flexman et al. (8), Ornstein
et al. (LS), and Houston (Ii). In these reports, detailed, objective infor-
mation about specific errors made by students at various stages of
training was presented which demonstrated the kind of valuable analy-
sis which is made possible by an objective flight evaluation system, as
compared to the traditional subjective system.

'This view ia also held by certain Air Force resetrcbers; see Bray (3).
'fforts by HumBRO to Jevelop a pre-solo helicopter check had to be discarded because of

the safety factor.
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In the various research efforts, increasing objectivity and requir-
ing subjective judgments to be more specific have usually resulted in
higher reliability and almost always have produced greater analytic
capacity in comparison with the traditional method. But the increases
in reliability of check grades have not been as great as is desired, and
the fluctuating reliability of the objective check has plagued rese.rchers.
Apparently, the requirement for check pilots to attend to and describe,
oil judge (where description is not possible), specific aspects of student
performance is, of itself, no guarantee of high reliability. Check pilot
biases seem to be manifested in "relatively objective" measures as
well as in subjective measures, and this probably accounts for low or
fluctuating reliability. Thus, primary attention should be accorded
the problem of reducing differences in check pilot standards so that
the more objective measures can be used reliably and for detailed
diagnosis of training programs.
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Appendix 5

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CHECK GRADES
AND TRAINING GRADES

IN THE ARMY'S FIXED WING TRAINING PROGRAM

Table 6.1

Correlations of Fixed Wing Check and Training Oradles,
Camp Gary, 1957-1958'

(N a 100)

Check Graei Istorrewelstioss

Check Grade WHu ai RW Avne

25-Hour .20 .. 10 .32' .10
30-Hour - .20 .14 .6
Basnic Instumuent -- .260 .10
90-How - - .22,

Truisfati Gras Ise anr.oetauIsag

Traimlag Credo 2540 c BAfte 50
How Choc EcuCbockb

Up to025 Hour Check .47' .410
2 R-ST Hour Check - .300

Check a" Trealsig Grati Coerelstjone

Meck Craed o

Trainta Grade U-ow sar Basnic I r Advu e

Up to 
2

5-Hour Chock .32 .308 .10 .10 .20

23-50Hour H Chek .370 .320 .17 .14 <.10

Mafer 50 How Chck .330 .47 .10 .20 .220

'The symolo indicates a 610lflenace et she.05 level of cnoflmes.
bA11 tuizg vices afer taw Siow check weon cobiked because thee waning pbases were

sheerek"T.
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Table B.2

Correlations of Fixed Wing Chock and Training Grades,
Fort Rucker, 1957-1958'

(N 100)

Check Grade Iatercorrelatlona.

Check Crade APC BP F PC

Advanced Progresm Check-Contact (APO. .14 .14
Basic Progress Check-lnatrament (BPC) -- .320
Final Progress Check-lnstrunient (FPC) ---

Tralinig Grade Istercorrelations

Training Crade Up to APC APC to BPC BPC to FPC

Up to Advanced Propress Check-Contact - .10 .14
Advanced Progress Check-Contact to Baaic
Progre-i Check-loatmmrent -- .450

Basic Programs Check-instrament to Final
Progres. Check-Ins-rument ---

Checkt and Training Grade Conrelatloss

Traiing redoCheck Grade

APC j RPC FP

Up to Advanced Progm.. Cbeck-Cootact .24* .10 .280
Advanced Progress Check-Contact to Basic

Progres. Check-Instrunment .10 .550 .280
Basic Progress Check-Inatrament to Final

Prugrass Check-lnstrumemt .14 .36* .9

one syst"I *Indicate@ significance at the .0.1 level of confidence.
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Appendix C

ATTEMPTS TO STUDY INTEROBSERVER RELATIONSHIPS

Interobserver studies are traditionally an integral part of flight
proficiency measurement research (19). A method was sought Jn this
study for obtaining interobserver agreement data by placing two check
pilotýs in the same aircraft, both evaluating the student's performance
simultanc•.niiy. Unfortunately, neither H-23 nor 11-13 helicopters, for
which the PPDR's were being developcd, were capable of safely carry-
ing three people through several of the primary training maneuvers,
particularly with a student pilot. The H-13H, with its more powerful
engine, was used in an attempt to have two check pilots observe an
instructor pilot who simulated student performance, However, the
added weight substantially altered the performance of the aircraft dur-
ing critical maneuvers such as autorotations, maximum performance
take-offs, and steep approaches. Under high-density altitude conditions
the performance of these primary manouvera with two passengers,
even by an expert pilot, approached being dangerous.

In order to study interobserver agreement, a helicopter (Cessna
YH-41) somewhat similar in size and general configuration to the
H-23 and H-13 and capable of carrying a pilot and three passengers,
was obtained and attempts were made to adapt primary maneuvers to
this aircraft. The flight characteristics of the YH-41 were uufficiently

- dissimilar to the H-13 and H-23 that quite different procedures were
required to execute primary maneuvers. Had the project been continued,
the results would probably have been applicable only to the YH-41. The
YH-41 was experimental at that time and three successive mechanical
failrre3 ýerminsted the investigation. Thus, initial attempts to obtain
in-flight interobserver data failed.

If the efforts to obtain interobserver data had beet, successful,
there would still have been the problem of obtaining a permanent, accu-
rate, independent record of the actual performance. As interobserver
efforts did fail, attempts to record actual student flight performance
became even more importnnt, particularly because of the need to allow
for comparison of actual performance records with check pilot records.

Prior research had successfully used a series of photographs of
the instrument panel to obtain partial records of student performance (1i).
HumRRO research personnel attempted to adapt to the H-i1 and H-23
helicopters a camera arrangement whic!. would photograph the instru-
ment panel and the horizon during flight at the same time that a check
pilot applies the experimental PPDR's. This approach was unsuccessful
at first because of inadequate knowledge of photographic techniques and
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a shortage of time, personnel, and money. A method which did appear
to work was developed too late to be included in the final data collection
phase in the summer of 1958.

Had the photographic methods been successful, only about 25 per
cent of the check items could have been recorded, and approximately
four hours per check ride would have been required of a trained clerk
to translate filmed information into useful data. Because of budget
limitations, "his technique was not considered for further study.
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Appendix D

VARIATION AMONG CHECK PILOTS
IN SCORING THE 1958 PPDR's

Table D-I

Means and Standard Deviations
of Percentages of Errors Scored by Check Pilots

on Selected PPDR Items and of PPDR-Derived Scores, 1958f

lateruedlate PPDR Advanced PPDR
how ... Standard Deviation Maega Standard Deviation

PPDR item b

Pedals 10.7 7.2 8.7 4.6
RPM 20.6 13.4 24.7 11.8
Air t-peed 29.1 6.8 38.3 12.5
Altitude 16.8 5.4 16.6 5.6
Ground track 16.1 5.4

All Items 20.4 6.0 19.2 5.5

PPDR-Derived Score
htem-weighted 84.6 5.1 84.6 S.1
Error pattern-weighted 70.2 6.5 70.3 6.2
Treditionalle (PPDR-besed) 55.4 14.7 45.7 21.0

0f the 12 check pilots, one was not availible for the Intermediate PPDR analysis, and smother was
at available for the Advanced PPDR analysis. Thus, 11 cheek pilots are repremsnted in ,•ae siatietle
hi this table.

braese ioeme constituted over half of the items on the PPDR's.
OBused as the percentage of "averas-' and 'above overage' Sfedes given.
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